About Conference

Board of studies Computer Engineering of University of Pune, has initiated a novel program for providing the platform for PG students. BOS chairman has given kind consent about holding cPGCON-12 conference at Sinhgad College of Engineering, Pune.

The conference is being organized to showcase the dissertation work carried out by the PG students of Computer Engineering, and give an opportunity for recently admitted students to be acquainted with the project undertaken in various colleges.

This conference will be conducted every year on a rotational basis to the colleges with PG programme affiliated to University of Pune.

cPGCON-12 is organizing this year in association with ACM Students Congress, Pune

Objectives

1. To provide a common platform for all M.E. aspiring students to present and discuss their research work with expertise.
2. Motivating students to do the quality research work.
3. To give a feel of final dissertation before dissertation oral.

Participants

All PG Computer Engineering students under University of Pune those who have completed their Project stage-I.

Keynote Speaker

The best paper award winner of ACM Pune, Conference

Evaluators

Industry experts having Ph.D. or Masters in Computer Engineering with 10 years Product design Experience. Senior Academicians having Ph.D. or Masters in Computer Engineering (with 10 years experience and at least one paper published in citation index 2 and above international conference/ journals outside India).

Outcome

• Improved employability of the post graduates.
• CD of papers and Review comments on each paper by review committee.
• The conference best paper award and best domain paper certificate will be appreciate by ACM Students Congress, Pune

Paper for the conference

1. Paper based on the projects work.
2. Paper strictly as per template provided
3. Only two authors (student and guide)

Registration Fees

All PG coordinators are requested to collect the fees in cash and hand it over to convener cPGCON-12, on/before 30th March 2012.

1. Rs 1000/- per paper
2. Rs. 500/- per delegate

The Registration fees include breakfast, tea, lunch. No accommodations to be provided.

Presentation Duration

Presentation should be strictly inline with the paper submitted to the conference. Presentation should be at the max for 20 Minutes and 10 minutes for discussion

Guidelines for PG Coordinators

All PG Coordinators of Computer Engineering Departments affiliated to University of Pune are members of Organizing committee.

Coordinators are requested to collect the hard copy & softcopy from the students along with registration fees.

All are requested to send hard copies and a single CD containing paper with domain wise separate folders

PG Coordinators are requested to review the papers at respective college and ensure about the right domain

It is requested to the PG coordinators/Guides to educate their PG students to notice these opportunities and actively participate in the cPGCON-12 event

Also requested to present for the conference for both the days
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